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Your Gift Will Bring Them Comfort and Hope

In Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, God is touching the lives of the impoverished elderly and you have an important 
role to play in empowering that mission of mercy. Through your support of the Brothers of Good Works, God 
will restore hope to precious men and women, showing them they have value and a purpose in their golden years. 
A blanket, a meal, a bar of soap: these are just a few simple gifts the Brothers can provide to these poor and fragile 
elders in their hour of need. These blessings will mean more to them than you can imagine!

Since 2009, the Brothers of Good Works have been serving the elderly and restoring dignity with love, joy, and 
mercy. By helping their ministry thrive, you can ensure other at-risk men and women will have an opportunity 
to escape their lives of isolation and receive the care they deserve. The Brothers apply a holistic approach to care, so 
these precious elders will receive quality care on every level. They will be provided with basic necessities, 
counselling and mental health services, and spiritual support in an environment that offers them healthy 
activities and compassionate fellowship. 



Our Promise to You!
Donations from this campaign will be used to cover any expenditures for this project incurred through June 30, 2023, 

the close of our ministry’s fiscal year. In the event that more funds are raised than needed to fully fund the project, 
the excess funds, if any, will be used to meet the most urgent needs of the ministry.
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Executive Summary

Description

This outreach program will help elderly men and 
women living in poverty by meeting their basic needs 
for food, clothing, sanitation, and medical care. 

Purpose

To uphold the dignity of the elderly who suffer without 
income, access to government relief, or family support.   

Location

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.  

Cost

$24,120 to help the Brothers of Good Works pay for 
food, clothing and medical supplies. Additionally, 
salaries for three cooks, three guards and a social 
worker. 

Highlights

• Elderly men and women from poor communities in 
Ethiopia suffer because they lack family support, 
access to income, or government relief. 

• Many of the elderly men and women living in poverty 
struggle with mental health problems and have a 
hard time acquiring even the most basic necessities. 
Often isolated from loved ones and the rest of society, 
they can easily be forgotten and lose hope.

• For nearly 100 years, the Brothers of Good Works 
have cared for suffering people in some of the world’s most challenging environments. 

• Caring for the impoverished elderly is a priority for the Brothers of Good Works, and the work they are 
already accomplishing has brought hope to needy men and women in the communities they serve. 

• The Brothers make sure necessities such as food, clothing, and shoes are provided to those who need them. 
They also offer services to these men and women, helping them wash clothes and offering facilities where 
they can take a shower.

For those who suffer so much daily, the gift of a warm blanket 
brings great comfort.


